
I-319-001

Comment noted.

 

I-319-002

The SR 520, I-5 to Medina project would be constructed without light rail

but could accommodate it in the future. Section 2.4 in the Final EIS

explains why initial implementation of light rail transit on SR 520 is not

planned. Section 2.4 also explains how the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project

can accommodate future high capacity transit, such as proposed bus

rapid transit or potential future light rail.

 

I-319-003

Comment noted. WSDOT received a number of comments in support of

and in opposition to Options A, K, and L and the associated suboptions.

These opinions are summarized in the Supplemental Draft

Environmental Impact Statement Summary of Comments (WSDOT, April

2010), available at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative and Chapters 5 and 6 describe its environmental effects.

 

I-319-004

The Preferred Alternative would not include construction of any new

ramps in the Arboretum, and would remove both the existing Lake

Washington Boulevard ramps and the R.H. Thomson Expressway

ramps. Access to Lake Washington Boulevard by westbound SR 520

traffic would be moved to a new intersection located on the Montlake

Boulevard lid at 24th Avenue East.
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I-319-005

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative with 6 lanes and a managed shoulder across Portage Bay.

Lane and shoulder widths have been reduced as much as possible while

allowing room for HOV lanes and the shoulders required to satisfy

current safety standards regulated by FHWA and the Association of

American State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) (see

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS). Section 5.1 of the Final EIS explains the

freeway operation and travel time benefits for transit and HOVs.

 

I-319-006

In early 2010, the Washington State Legislature passed and Governor

Gregoire signed Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill (ESSB) 6392. ESSB

6392 directed WSDOT to work with regional agencies to refine

components of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina preferred alternative, including

design refinements and transit connections, and transit planning and

financing. WSDOT led a workgroup process in collaboration with the City

of Seattle, King County, the University of Washington and Sound Transit.

WSDOT's approach to managing freeway corridors are based on

existing strategies for reducing collisions and congestion on urban

freeways. These strategies were presented to the ESSB 6392 Design

Refinements and Transit Connections Workgroup Technical

Coordination Team (TCT) for discussion. The TCT considered WSDOT’s

strategies and developed final recommendations for managing traffic in

the new SR 520 corridor.

These strategies included continuous HOV lanes from I-5 to SR 202,

variable tolling, continued use of traffic management applications such

as ramp meters, variable speed limits, and lane control, as well as

companion incident response services and enforcement. The final

recommendations will result in a corridor that is well positioned to meet

the established HOV lane performance standards and corridor

performance expectations expressed by the legislature and Seattle City

Council. The Corridor Management Plan Technical White Paper is
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available at http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/NR/rdonlyres/0346C8DC-2063-

4E6F-8B6D-902EB05C37EE/0/CorridorManagementPlan.pdf.

 

I-319-007

Comment noted.
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